Year 2: Local Geography
‘Our School Campus’
Key Learning
Our School is on Holdsworth Street in Swinton.

We live near the North of
England.

It is next to a very busy road called the East Lancashire Road.
People sometimes call this the ‘East Lancs’

This is a photograph of our
school taken from above. It
shows a birds eye view and is
called and aerial photographs.

We can make our own map by
using simple lines, labels and
symbols. A key tells us what the
symbols mean. We can use maps
like these to give or follow
directions.

The government make maps of
the country. These are called
OS maps.

OS maps use symbols to show important things (other maps, like maps online, sometimes
use different symbols):

A school

Building

Main road
(dual carriageway)

footpath

We can carry out fieldwork to
find out about the traffic and
roads where we live.
We can show what we found out
using a tally chart or bar chart

Each season is made up of 3 months.
We can use what we know about
seasons to predict what the weather
might be like in different months of

We can describe the weather
using words and can also use
equipment to measure the
weather where we live.
A thermometer can be used
to measure the temperature.
This tells us how hot or cold
it is.
A rain gauge can be used to
measure the rainfall. This
tells us how much rain there
has been.

Key Vocabulary
Thermometer

A piece of equipment used to measure temperature.

Temperature

How hot or cold something is.

Rainfall

How much rain falls from the sky.

Rain Gauge

A piece of equipment used to measure rainfall.

OS map

Maps made by the government to show important places in the country.

directions

A set of instructions to tell someone which way to go.

